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Purpose and aims 
Purpose of study Learning a foreign language is a liberation from insularity and provides an opening to other 
cultures. A high-quality languages education should foster pupils’ curiosity and deepen their understanding of 
the world. The teaching should enable pupils to express their ideas and thoughts in another language and to 
understand and respond to its speakers, both in speech and in writing. It should also provide opportunities for 
them to communicate for practical purposes, learn new ways of thinking and read great literature in the original 
language. Language teaching should provide the foundation for learning further languages, equipping pupils to 
study and work in other countries.  
 
Aims The national curriculum for languages aims to ensure that all pupils:  

 understand and respond to spoken and written language from a variety of authentic sources  

 speak with increasing confidence, fluency and spontaneity, finding ways of communicating what they want to 
say, including through discussion and asking questions, and continually improving the accuracy of their 
pronunciation and intonation  

 can write at varying length, for different purposes and audiences, using the variety of grammatical structures 
that they have learnt  

 discover and develop an appreciation of a range of writing in the language studied. 
 

Threshold concepts 
 
TC1- No word exists in isolation- it is part of speech, it has derivatives and they often behave in predictable 

ways (e.g. words ending in- ment are usually adverbs, nouns ending in –ion are always feminine). 

 

TC2- Verbs come from the infinitive, and need to be conjugated. 

 

TC3- Key collocations (word for word translations) don’t always work (j’ai treize ans = I “have” 13 years and il 

fait chad = he does hot), word orders (adjectives and nouns), etc 

 

TC4- Grammatical differences between the French and English languages such as capital letters or not (for 

months, days of the week, etc.), gender issues, word orders (adjectives and nouns), plural nouns, etc. 

 
 

Sequence of learning 
What goes in this section?  
 
The decision to deliver this material is based on the schemes of work where the grammar and exam skills are 
introduced sequentially. 
 
The first topic is “vive les vacances”. Revisiting verbs such as “avoir” and “être” and verbs that end generally in -
er. New vocabulary that relates to a variety of francophone cultures and countries. Introduction to the perfect 
past tense to be able to describe a past event/trip/visit.  
 
The second topic is “j’adore les fêtes” . Using the verb “aimer” followed by infinitive to express an opinion. 
Manipulating irregular verbs ending in -ir and -re. Discussion of different holiday traditions. Re-using the near 
future “vais”+infinitive to describe plans to celebrate holidays. Use of higher quantities for money and amounts. 
 
The third topic is “À loisir”. Talking about habits and pass times. Introducing question words 
“qui/quoi/où/comment” followed by est-ce que. Using three different tenses from across other topics in one 
sentence. Using 24-hour clock to make plans and give times for books.  
 



The fourth topic is “le monde est petit”, describing where you live and the surrounding area. Using the different 
ways to say in “à, au, aux, en” and paying attention to the manipulation of different gendered words. Discussing 
homes and describing them with adjectives such as “vieux, nouveau”. 
 

Subject knowledge 
K1: Vive les vacances 

LO1: Talking about school holidays 
LO2: Revising the verbs avoir and être 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• G: The verb avoir 

• Pronunciation: liaison 

• G: The verb être 

• Pronunciation of an, en and gn sounds: en vacances / grands-parents; campagne / montagne 
L1: Listening to extracts about school holidays and noting down who each person is talking about, how long the 
holiday is and when it is. 
S1: Having a role play conversation about how long French school holidays are at different times of year. 
S2: Reading aloud a conversation about holidays, then changing the details to make a different conversation. 

R1: Reading and listening to short texts and noting down in English how long each school holiday is and when 
the holiday is. 

R2: Reading and listening to short texts and completing a table with details of where people are on holiday and 
who they are with. 

R3: Finding and copying six opinion phrases from a text, then translating them into English. 
W1: Pupils write a message to a French pen pal about their holiday. 
 

LO3: Saying what you did during the holidays using the perfect tense of regular –er verbs 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• G: The perfect tense of regular –er verbs 

• Pronunciation of –ai and –é 

• Asking ‘yes’ / ‘no’ questions 

• Reading skills: Using context and logic 

• Using on to mean ‘we’ 

L1: Listening to French teenagers saying what they did on holiday and noting down the letter of the correct 
photo. 

L2: Listening to interviews about what people did on holiday and making notes in English. 

L3: Listening to a rap about holiday activities and singing along. 

S1: Finding verbs in the perfect tense in sentences and reading them out loud. 

S2: Having a conversation about holidays. 

R1: Matching photos of holiday activities with French sentences in the perfect tense.  

R2: Reading a rap about holiday activities and guessing the missing past participles. 

W1: Pupils imagine they are a celebrity and write an account of their week on holiday, using the perfect tense. 

 

LO4: Describing a visit to a theme park using the perfect tense of irregular verbs  

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• G: The perfect tense of irregular verbs 

• Using c’était + adjective 

L1:  Listening to what someone did at a theme park and finding the correct photos to go with each extract. 

L2: Listening to an extract about a visit to a theme park and identifying the correct sequencers to fill the gaps. 

L3: Listening to interviews about what people did at a theme park and noting down the activities mentioned and 
the people’s opinions. 

S1: Using picture prompts to answer questions about a visit to a theme park, including use of irregular perfect 
tense verbs, sequencers and opinions. 



R1: Reading sentences about what someone did at a theme park and matching them with photos. 

R2: Copying a text about a visit to a theme park and filling in the gaps with the correct sequencers, then 
translating the text into English. 

R3: Reading a longer text about a French teenager’s visit to a theme park and answering questions. 

W1: Describing a real or imaginary visit to a theme park. 

 

LO5: Saying where you went and how using the perfect tense of verbs that take être 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• G: Using the perfect tense of verbs that take être  

• Pronunciation: liaison 

L1: Listening to interviews about people’s holidays and noting in French where each person went, who with, the 
means of transport and their opinion. 

S1: Pupils use picture prompts to make up conversations about holidays: who they went with, where they went, 
how they travelled and their opinion. 

R1: Reading and listening to identify who people went on holiday with and the country they went to. 

R2: Reading and listening to an extract from Around the World in Eighty Days and identifying whether 
statements about the text are true or false. 

W1: Writing sentences about who people went on holiday with, where they went, how they travelled and their 
opinion.  

W2: Translating sentences about holidays into French. 

 

LO6: Listening for negatives in the perfect tense 

LO7: Reading to spot the perfect tense in a text 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Decoding meaning: looking for clues and applying logic 

• G: Negative sentences in the perfect tense 

• Listening and reading for negatives 

• Recognising verbs in the perfect tense 

• G: The perfect tense of –ir and –re verbs 

L1: Listening and noting what people did and didn’t do during the holidays. 

L2: Listening and transcribing sentences about problems on holiday. 

R1: Reading and listening to perfect tense sentences involving negatives and noting what the speaker didn’t do 
and why. 

R2: Reading and listening to a cartoon story about a disastrous holiday and noting down all the verbs in the 
perfect tense. 

R3: Completing a table with the perfect tense verbs from the story, plus the English meaning, the infinitive and 
whether the verb takes avoir or être 

W1: Writing sentences about what people did and didn’t do during the holidays. 

W2: Adapting a text to write about an imaginary disastrous holiday 
 
 

LO8: Asking and answering questions using the present and perfect tenses together 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• G: Using the present and perfect tenses together 

• Listening for tense 

• Making sentences more interesting (connectives, negatives, exclamations and opinions) 

• Saying ‘to’ or ‘in’ with countries (en, à, au, aux) 
L1: Listening to people talking about their holidays and noting the activities mentioned and whether each person 
is talking about the past or present. 

S1: Reading a text about holidays out loud and then using picture prompts to change the details. Pupils then 
change the details using their own ideas. 



S2: Carrying out an interview based on a reading text, using the questions provided. 

S3: Pupils carry out an interview about an imaginary holiday won in a competition, based on their own research 
and including the specified language points and structure. 

R1: Reading and listening to present tense and perfect tense sentences about holidays, and completing 
sentences in English 

R2: Answering comprehension questions in English about a long text describing someone’s holiday to North 
Africa. 
W1: Pupils imagine they have won a holiday in a competition. They research a holiday destination and make 
notes using written prompts given 
 
 
K2: J’adore les fêtes 

LO1: Talking about festivals and celebrations 

LO2: Saying what you like and dislike 
Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Opinion phrases: j’aime + infinitive 

• Pronunciation: silent consonants at the end of words (t, x, p) 

• Pronouncing and recognising higher numbers 
L1: Listening to greetings for different festivals and matching them with the appropriate greetings cards. 
S1: Pupils prepare answers and have a discussion about their favourite festivals and festivals that they don’t like, 
giving reasons 

R1: Matching the names of festivals with the appropriate greetings cards. 

R2: Reading and listening to forum entries about different festivals and finding the French for opinion phrases; 
then completing a table with people’s opinions of each festival and their reasons. 
W1: Pupils write forum entries, giving their opinions about festivals with reasons. 
 

LO3: Describing festivals and special days using the present tense of regular –ir and –re verbs 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• G: The present tense of regular –ir and –re verbs 

• Pronunciation: silent verb endings (s, ent, t) 
L1: Listening to a description of a photo showing a festival and identifying the correct photo. 
S1: Asking and answering questions to describe a photo of a festival. 

R1: Reading and listening to sentences about festivals and guessing which festival photo goes with each 
sentence. 

R2: Finding the French equivalents of English verbs in sentences. 

R3: Reading and listening to a text about a festival and filling in the missing verbs. 
W1: Translating sentences into French 
 

LO4: Buying food at a market using transactional language 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Pronunciation: cognates 

• G: de after quantities 

• Register (being polite) 

• G: Present tense of vouloir 

L1: Listening to announcements at a market and identifying the fruit or vegetables mentioned and the price.  

L2: Listening to people buying fruit and vegetables and noting what they are buying, including the quantity. 

L3: Listening to longer conversations and noting what people are buying and the price; then identifying the 
‘surprise question’ in each conversation. 

S1: Playing a memory game: building up a list of items bought at the market, including quantities. 

S2: Preparing and practising two shopping conversations. 
R1: Reading and listening to a conversation and identifying the French for a range of phrases. 
W1: Translating a shopping list into French. 



 

LO5: Using prediction to help with challenging listening passages 

LO6: Giving answers in French for a reading task 
Grammar and skills coverage: 

• G: The partitive article: some 

• Using prediction when listening 

L1: Listening to a TV chef and identifying the correct photo for each dish, listing the main ingredients and noting 
extra details. 

L2: Listening and filling in a table with information about the special occasions, dishes and drinks described, 
including the speakers’ opinions 

R1: Reading and listening to descriptions of different dishes and identifying the missing ingredient in the audio 
version for each dish. 

R2: Matching each description with the correct photo and translating the ingredients into English.  

R3: Reading and filling in a table with information about the special occasions, dishes and drinks described, 
including the writers’ opinions 
W1: Using written prompts to write two texts about special occasions, giving information about the festival, 
dish, drink and an opinion. 
 

LO7: Talking about a future trip using the near future tense (with questions) 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• G: The near future tense 

• Pronunciation: liaison 

• G: Questions in the near future tense 

L1: Listening to young people talking about their plans for a school trip and identifying the speakers from their 
blog entries.  

L2: Listening to a conversation about plans for a trip to Nice and putting the given questions into the correct 
order; then noting the speaker’s answers to the questions. 
S1: Pupils use a language grid to write two sentences about a future trip and then guess their partner’s 
sentences. 

R1: Reading blog entries and translating the verbs in the near future tense into English. 

R2: Translating sentences using the near future tense into English. 
W1: Writing a conversation about a school trip to Nice carnival, using the given questions and prompts in 
English. 
 

L8: Writing about New Year 

L9: Combining the present and near future tenses 
Grammar and skills coverage: 

• G: Using the present and near future tenses together 

• Checking your work for accuracy 

L1: Listening to check which resolution for next year goes with each current bad habit.  

L2: Listening and noting what the speaker does now and her resolutions for next year. 
R1: Reading a quiz and matching up current bad habits with resolutions for next year. 

R2: Reading a longer blog entry and identifying which pictures show what the writer normally does and which 
show what he is going to do next year (or both). 

R3: Identifying the French equivalents of a number of time expressions in a text. 

W1: Writing the missing verbs in sentences about current bad habits and resolutions for next year. 

W2: Pupils write three paragraphs about where they normally spend / are going to spend New Year’s Eve and 
their resolutions for next year 
 
 
K3: À loisirs 

LO1: Talking about celebrities and TV programmes using singular and plural adjective agreement 



Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Working out the meaning of unfamiliar vocabulary 

• G: Singular adjective agreement 

• Checking the gender of nouns 

• Pronunciation of key sounds (é, in, eu, è, tion) 

• G: Plural adjective agreement 

L1: Listening and making notes in English about the speakers’ opinions of some celebrities. 

L2: Listening and completing a table with details of the type of TV programme mentioned, the opinion and 
reason. 

S1: Pupils discuss their opinions of some celebrities of their own choice. 

S2: Matching up sentence halves giving opinions about TV programmes with reasons, and reading the sentences 
out loud. 

R1: Finding and translating adjectives in texts about favourite celebrities. 

R2: Working out the meaning of adjectives, then matching them in pairs with opposite meanings. 
W1: Translating into French sentences giving opinions about types of TV programme. 
 

LO2: Talking about digital technology 

LO3: Forming and answering a range of questions 
Grammar and skills coverage: 

• G: Asking questions (question word + est-ce que) 

L1: Listening to two people answering a survey about TV and noting down their answers. 

L2: Listening to an interview about a young person’s TV-watching habits and making notes in English. 

L3: Noting down the questions asked about playing games and listening to music, then working out the meaning 
of the questions. 

S1: In pairs, pupils respond to a survey about TV. 

S2: Pupils carry out an interview using six given questions about playing games and listening to music, plus two 
questions of their own. 
R1: Answering comprehension questions on two texts about listening to music and playing games. 
W1: Pupils write a paragraph describing their digital life, including watching TV, listening to music and playing 
games. 
 

LO4: Arranging to go to the cinema 

LO5: Buying cinema tickets 
Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Pronunciation: –tion and –qu– sounds 

• The 24-hour clock 

• G: The near future tense 
L1: Listening to a survey about the films people are going to see and noting the type of film, the reason why they 
like this genre and the time of the film. 

L2: Pupils listen to extracts of film music and discuss with their partner which type of film they think the music is 
from. 

S1: Pupils make up dialogues inviting each other to the cinema and accepting or declining the invitation. 

R1: Reading and listening to a text conversation about arranging to go to the cinema and noting the details in 
English. 

R2: Finding the French equivalents of English phrases in the text conversation. 

R3: Filling in the missing words in a dialogue about buying cinema tickets 
W1: Writing a new version of a dialogue about buying cinema tickets, then reading the dialogue in pairs. 
 

LO6: Talking about leisure activities using negatives 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Dealing with synonyms 



• G: The verb lire 

• G: Negatives (ne ... pas, ne ... jamais, ne ... rien) 

• G: Possessive adjectives: son, sa, ses 
L1: Listening to people talking about their leisure activities and noting in English what they don’t do. 
S1: Pupils interview each other about their leisure activities, including what they do and don’t do and the 
reasons for this 

R1: Reading and listening to texts about the leisure activities of two young people from Francophone countries, 
then identifying which person some French sentences are referring to. 

R2: Translating phrases involving negative expressions into English. 

R3: Filling in the missing words to complete two texts describing people involved in leisure activities, then 
listening to check the answers. 
W1: Finding a photo of a group of young people and writing a description of the photo. 
 

LO7: Spotting synonyms  

LO8: Looking up perfect tense verbs when reading 
Grammar and skills coverage: 

• G: Using the perfect tense and c’était + adjective 

• Spotting synonyms 

• Irregular past participles (bu, lu, vu) 

• Looking up perfect tense verbs 
L1: Listening and identifying what people have done at the shopping centre by choosing from a list of French 
sentences. 

S1: Reading a rap about last weekend at the shopping centre and putting pictures in the correct order. 

R1: Finding the words that rhyme in the rap, then listening to check. 

R2: Finding verbs in the perfect tense and examples of c’était + adjective in the rap lyrics. 

R3: Reading entries on a shopping centre’s forum, then identifying which person each English sentence is 
referring to. 

R4: Translating sentences in the perfect tense into English. 

R5: Translating forum entries into English 
W1: Writing a paragraph to describe a visit to a shopping centre. 
 

LO9: Using three tenses when speaking 

LO10: Speaking from notes 
Grammar and skills coverage: 

• G: The verb prendre 

• G: Using three tenses together (present, perfect and near future) 

• Using connectives 
L1: Listening to check which answers go with each of three questions that use different tenses. 

S1: Pupils play a memory game in which they try to recall Baptiste’s activities, including the tenses. 

S2: Pupils construct a vlog from notes, then listen to check. 

S3: Pupils create their own vlog about a day when their school was closed and present it to their partner. 

R1: Reading questions in three tenses and identifying the answers that go with each question. 

R2: Copying and completing lists of verbs in three tenses, then translating them into English. 

R3: Reading and listening to a text and making notes about what happens normally, what happened yesterday 
and what is going to happen tomorrow. 
 
 
K4: Le monde est petit 

LO1: Talking about where you live 

LO2: Discussing the weather 
Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Saying ‘in’ (dans, en, au, à la, aux) 



• Pronunciation: silent consonants 
L1: Listening to interviews with tourists and noting where they live (town / village, location, country). 

S1: Pupils write a secret sentence about where someone lives and try to guess their partner’s sentence.  

S2: Discussing the weather shown in photos, then listening to check. 

S3: Preparing answers to questions about a photo of a town and a photo of a village. 

R1: Reading forum entries and noting where people live and their opinion of the place in summer and winter. 

R2: Matching up sentence halves to describe a photo of a beach scene. 
W1: Pupils write a forum entry about their town or village, including their opinion of the place in summer and 
winter. 
 

LO3: Describing where you live using pouvoir + infinitive 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Expressions of quantity (with de) 

• G: Using the verb pouvoir 

• Pronunciation: eu and ou; silent letters: x, t, s, ent 
L1: Listening and deciding whether each person is positive, negative or both about the region where they live. 
S1: Preparing an interview with a young person from Mali using the questions given. 

R1: Reading and listening to an article and identifying the region where you can find different features; then 
translating sentences about what you can do in each region. 

R2: Reading and listening to an article about Mali and correcting mistakes in sentences about the article. 
W1: Writing a description of a region shown in a photo. 
 

LO4: Listening for different persons of the verb 

LO5: Using different strategies to decode words while reading 
Grammar and skills coverage: 

• G: Using devoir 

• Listening to spot and transcribe infinitives and nouns 

• Using grammatical knowledge while reading 

• Using a variety of reading strategies to decode words while reading 
L1: Listening to two young people and noting how many brothers and sisters they have and what they have to 
do to help at home. 
S1: Pupils have a conversation with their partner about what they have to do to help at home. 

R1: Reading and listening to what people have to do to help at home and matching the sentences to photos. 

R2: Reading texts about what children have to do to help in two different places around the world; working out 
the meaning of new vocabulary using a range of strategies. 
W1: Translating sentences using devoir + infinitive into French. 
 

LO6: Talking about daily routine using reflexive verbs 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• G: Reflexive verbs 

• Taking notes while listening; listening for key information 

• Writing in detail (connectives, sequencers, frequency expressions,  
time phrases) 

L1: Listening to sentences about a young person’s daily routine and noting the activities and times. 

L2: Listening and answering questions about two people’s daily routines.  

L3: Listening and making notes about the speaker’s daily routine during the week and at the weekend. 
S1: Working in a small group to carry out a survey about daily routine, using the questions given. 

R1: Reading an article about the daily routine of a scientist in Antarctica and answering comprehension 
questions. 

R2: Translating words from the article into English. 

W1: Pupils write four sentences about the daily routine of two of their classmates, using the results from the 
group survey. 



W2: Pupils write a description of their daily routine during the week and at the weekend, using connectives, 
sequencers, frequency expressions and time phrases. 
 

LO7: Talking about moving house using irregular adjectives (beau, nouveau and vieux) 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• G: Irregular adjectives: beau, nouveau and vieux 

• Pronunciation: silent x and s; ll 

• Combining present and past tenses 
L1: Listening to a conversation about a house move and answering comprehension questions in French. 
S1: Pupils prepare a conversation about a house move using the questions given. 

R1: Reading and listening to sentences about someone’s new house and matching the sentences to pictures. 

R2: Reading a rap about moving house and completing it with rhyming words, then listening to check. 

R3: Reading a blog entry about someone’s house move and answering true / false questions about it. 

R4: Finding all the present tense and past tense verbs in the blog entry. 

W1: Copying out and completing sentences by filling in the missing irregular adjectives, then reading the 
sentences out loud and listening to check answers. 

W2: Translating sentences that include irregular adjectives into French. 
 

LO8: Using three tenses in writing 

LO9: Using resources to find and translate nouns into French 
Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Reading for detail 

• G: Using three tenses together (present, past and near future) 

• Looking up nouns in the dictionary or online 
L1: Listening to a series of questions and answers and noting whether each answer is in the present, past or 
future tense. 
R1: Reading and listening to a longer blog about a holiday in Corsica and completing sentences in French to show 
understanding; then answering questions in French about the text. 

W1: Completing sentences by looking up the French for the missing word given in English, paying attention to 
the gender and article / possessive adjective. 

W2: Looking up new nouns for things in town and souvenirs, and noting them with the definite article. 

W3: Writing answers to questions to construct a blog entry about a holiday in Switzerland. 
 

 

Curriculum links to careers 
 
In the spring term of each academic year, Year 8s compete in the Humanities-wide ‘Denby Pottery Employer Challenge’. 
Students are tasked with designing, marketing and pitching a small pottery set inspired by the local history of Hardwick Hall. 
Students work in teams, with an appointed project manager, to consider all aspects of the design process, the costing, pricing 
and marketing strategy, in addition to writing a persuasive ‘Dragon’s-Den’ style pitch which they deliver to judges from Denby 
Pottery Ltd. The project includes a visit to Denby Pottery, where students are given a tour of the factory and enjoy a series of 
interactive workshops from experts at the company on a variety of topics. Parents also visit the academy to visit a 
marketplace where students showcase their projects. 
 
During their visit to Denby Pottery, students will understand the importance of acquiring a MFL language in everyday 
business life. 
 
This curriculum offers two separate occasions to learn and investigate different careers in MFL.  

In the first term the students are studying a recent trip to the theme park Asterix. This links into the career of 

tourism/hospitality/entertainment and how speaking multiple languages can benefit them. SCL’s stepdaughter works for 

Disney Cruises and worked for Gulliver’s Kingdom and CCU’s acquaintance also work in the entertainment industry. Students 

will be able to understand how speaking modern foreign languages can be used in their everyday life as an entertainer. 

Students can then do some research on jobs linked to entertainment using a modern foreign language. They can then 

present their research to the rest of the class. 

 



 

Also in the first term, the students studied a description of a recent holiday (holiday destination, who with, how they got 

there, what they did on their holiday, how was it and what went wrong). This links into the career of journalism where 

students can investigate diverse types of journalism (written, radio...) and reports their experience of a recent holiday to a 

journalist who would then report back to trip advisor for instance. The students would have to prepare a conversation script 

between the holiday maker and the journalist. They would have then to record or present the role-play. This may take up to 3 

lessons. 

 
 

Procedural knowledge 
Reading: 

R1- Understand and respond in French to simple texts 

R2- Translate sentences into English, demonstrating an understanding that sometimes word for word translations won’t 

work 

R3- Identify overall message, key points, details and opinions, identifying tenses 

R4- Decode texts that are unfamiliar using comprehension 

 

Listening: 

L1- Understand and respond (occasionally in French) to passage at near native speed 

L2- Identify overall message, key points, details and opinions, identifying tenses 

L3- Decode passages that are unfamiliar using comprehension strategies 

L4- Answer questions, extract information, evaluate and draw conclusions, based on simple texts. 

 

Writing: 

W1- Produce clear text to present descriptions, facts and varied time frames, and to express ideas and opinions 

W2- Write 4 sentences about a picture 

W3- Translate short sentences into French, demonstrating an awareness of grammar 

 

Speaking: 

S1- Communicate and interact effectively on a range of familiar of topics 

S2- Speak spontaneously, responding to visual stimulus (photo card), unexpected questions 

S3- Asking and answering simple questions 

S4- Attempt to make use of appropriate vocabulary and grammatical structures, making some reference to more than 1 

time frame 

S5- Attempt to use accurate pronunciation and intonation 

.  


